
When open the bike's carton box, take out E-bike and use tools to cut off the package strings.

1.1 Use inner hexagon tool to loosen 
      the stem cover and dont tighten 
      all bolts immediately before 
      adjusting the handlebar in a 
      property angel and position.

2.1 Take out the front fork protector 
      from the front fork( Please note : 
      Front fork protector is used to 
      prevent the forks from 
      beingdeformed during transport . 
      It belongs to the packing material . 
      You can just throwaway this 
      accessory ! )

2.3 Install the front wheel on the fork . 
      Make sure the fork is attached to 
      theaxle and make sure the disc is 
      placed in the middle of the brake .

2.2 Take out the quick release 
      from wheel and unscrew 
      the bolt from the 
      quickrelease.

2.4 Insert quick-release axle into 
      spring and tighten screw 
      Quick releasenut to be at the 
      same end as the brake. 

1.2 Then tighten with tool.

1 Install the Handlebar 

2 Install Front Wheel
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3 Install the Front Light

Mount the headlight 
onthe front fork 
bracket with screws.

Check 2 pedals , the 
one imprinted L 
should install on the 
left side andr on 
theright side . Please 
use a wrench to 
tighten them

1 Open the seat post 
   and saddle , then 
   install the rear 
   reflector;
2 Adjust seat post to 
   the height that 
   suits your riding 
   position best 
   andtighten quick release . ( Please make sure 
    that the quick release is tightenedfirmly)

4 install Pedals 5 Install the Seat Post

Each ESKUTE e-bike comes with two copies of the battery key . Charging thebattery on the bike is likely to result in infrequent use of the battery 
key however ,is required for maintenance and repair , so please keep this in mind when you storyour Key .

1 Open the box of battery.
2 Tube the battery to correct angle and insert the battery into the holdergently , press it down and lock automatically .
3 Charging the battery outside the bike.

Insert the key to unlock the battery , and then pull the battery upwards.
Remove the battery.
Connect the charger to the battery.
Connect the charger to a power outlet.
The charging process can be stopped at any time.
Disconnect the charger first from the power outlet and then from the battery.
Replace the battery and make sure it is correctly aligned at the bottom.
Press the top of the battery until you hear a "click" to make sure the battery is properly secured.
Pull the key out.
Your ESKUTE e-bike is ready for use

6 Install Battery

Make sure you always have at least one spare key.
Keep spare keys in a safe place for repairs , maintenance , and emergencies.
Please bring the key with you when you contact your dealer for service or repair .

7 Range and Speed Selection
To increase the range , we recommend switching to speeds For starting and lowspeed it is better to use a lower gear . At higher speeds , a 
higher gear should beselected Redi : e pressure on the pedals during gear shifting for obtainingstable support and improved range.

High speed, high gear.
Low speed, low gear.
Reduce pressure on the pedals when shifting gears.
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